This is America’s God and Death is It’s Religion.

In Wars and Weapons We Trust: Military Strength Is America’s National Religion

What happened to “blessed are the peacemakers”?


…some people will not take my word for it so here, have another…

Alarm as Trump Requests Permanent Reauthorization of NSA Mass Spying Program Exposed by Snowden

“The White House is calling for reauthorization of a program that security agencies have used to spy on innocent people, violate their privacy, and chill free speech.”

Be afraid folk’s, the not-so-secret police are gonna get you...well, here I am, a fellow citizen performing my duties as a fellow citizen and saying this is bull shit.

3 pines bay

i’m tied to the mast
watching as you slither past
heading for the drain
decks awash from roiling seas
winds whip shredded sails
the rocks i scream the rocks
the bow kneeling as in prayer
the stern sighting no pier
from that jacked up post
i’m tied to the mast
frayed as a flag
remembering ghosts at the wheel
flashing visions of land so close
the hard surface scraps the timbers
   cracks the beams
the rocks i scream the rocks

…BEWARE OF THE ROCKS…

Revealed: Republican lawmaker aided group training young men for ‘biblical warfare’

The group ‘Team Rugged’ offers ‘patriotic and biblical training’ that includes instruction on how to use knives and guns


…the right, far-right, alt-right, whatever you want to call it is wacko-nuts and everyone of those wacko-nuts has a gun and who are they gunning for? Be afraid, very afraid, this is UN-American and stands in defiance of logic or reason, they are proponents of civil war and that is Treason, period…we have seen it in Texas and Ohio, what do you not understand?, read the page on Hate and Be Afraid, Very Afraid for your country…
1,802 people have been shot in America these first two weeks of August, 1,270 wounded, 532 dead.

The Trump administration is trying to rewrite America’s founding principles


…for all that is on this site, for all that I am, this cannot be…all of our shadows are the same…this is your country, what do you want it to be? torn apart by hate? or healed by inclusion…we have ideals and principles to live up to and stand by, will you not Stand Up? what is it that You want?…I smell Treason on the breeze, it is an ill wind…
...have you bothered to look into how much money the NRA has pumped into the republicans? I bet not...and where that money has come from?, I bet not...

How Portland’s liberal utopia became the center of a rightwing war in the US

Saturday will see the latest in a long line of far-right gatherings that have plagued the city over the last few years as
groups including the Proud Boys descend on the area


…hate…inequality…what more evidence do you need?…it is in your self interest to stop this, you know how…Portland is being evaded by terrorists just to prove a point that they can be violent and the Mayor is correct to lay it at trumps feet, this is what trump loves, to tear our country apart, to create discord and resentments against all groups, there is only one group, US…all of our shadows are the same and there must be inclusion…this isn’t about right or left, it is about the have’s and have-nots, read these stories, understand them, inequality is feeding this hate…read my page on hate and understand it is a disease and this is how it spreads…it is up to YOU to make it stop or we won’t have a country anymore and Russia will win…GET IT YET?…

Individual-1 cheers on his “boys”, hoping for confrontation in Portland Oregon today

...djt is sick...

***********

It’s raining plastic: microscopic fibers fall from the sky in Rocky Mountains

Discovery raises new questions about the amount of plastic waste permeating the air, water, and soil virtually everywhere on Earth


…it’s in the air, it’s in the rain, it’s in your food, it’s in your brain…

Fracking Boom in US and Canada Largely to Blame for
‘Massive’ Rise of Global Methane Levels: Study

While the rise of methane in the Earth’s atmosphere over the past decade has been “globally significant,” quick action to end fracking would have a rapid, positive impact on the environment


...so, the study is what it is, yep, the methane will break down in 12 years from release, break down into CO2 and water vapor...I love the things they don’t say...so now lets move to the Arctic where it is getting very scary with fires and heatwaves and more and more permafrost melting deeper and deeper releasing more and more methane...a few pic’s and gif’s for your entertainment and knowledge, I will be very surprised if we Do Not have a Blue Ocean Event this year, by mid-september we will see the bottom of the melt and then a bit of a rise as new ice starts to form then the real bottom in November, my guess there will be no rise but a flat line...the images tell the real story, what sea ice is left is very thin and we have a month to go yet...
...the gif’s are up to July...click on them for a bigger view...as you can see, there is very little sea ice left as mentioned before...

...continued on Climate Emergency page 8...
...for Fern...
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